Moffitt Signage Task Force
Final Report
11/1/05
The Moffitt Signage Task Force was charged in September 2005 by the Doe-Moffitt Advisory
Group to make recommendations about signage on the third floor of Moffitt, including a review of
current signage and recommendations for improvements. We met several times, walked the third
floor numerous times, solicited comments from all Doe and Moffitt staff, and met with Terry
Wooden of Library Security and Cathy Dinnean of Library Graphics.
Our overall principles in assessing the signage and making recommendation were:







enhance independence of people coming to the building
reduce confusion
reduce number of questions, although we recognize that we will always need to answer
directional questions
consistency of appearance and information
use standard library webpage terminology throughout
professional and attractive appearance

Recommendations:
Outside the Building
We recommend one unified space for the following signage:





a sign that combines Moffitt, MRC and Moffitt Microcomputer Facility hours
library hours (2 sheets)
library map
one map indicating the locations of: 340D, Assistive Technology Center (“the Cave”),
classroom side of the buliding

Our first choice is a display case posted on the wall between the center doors and the doors on the
east side of the building.
Our second choice is to place plastic inserts on the inside of the outer doors so that signs won’t be
stolen.
In either case, signage needs to be easy to update as hours etc. change.
We also recommend moving the Berkely Art Museum/PFA rack away from its current location
since it has nothing to do with the Library.
Classroom Lobby
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Add a sign pointing to the elevator: Elevator to Classrooms and Assistive Technology Center
(“the Cave”)
Add Assistive Technology Center (“the Cave”) to the current signage listing classroom
numbers
Add a floor plan and directory of the 3rd floor of Moffitt

3rd floor Lobby


We strongly recommend moving the Class Gifts plaque from its current position to another wall
(perhaps the adjacent wall newly created by the Copy Service renovation, or to the opposite
wall as a companion to the James K Moffitt plaque). This wall is a prime location for directional
signage and we believe the Class Gifts plaque could be just as effective elsewhere.



We strongly recommend making this wall the location of centralized signage for the 3rd floor of
Moffitt. It has the best visibility, is close to the entrance and is located just before the
entrances to the Main Stacks and Moffitt elevators/stairs. On this wall:


floor plans of all 5 floors (the 2nd floor would just say “Staff area” and perhaps indicate the
location of the 251 conference room for the benefit of other staff)



a directory of locations in Moffitt (see Appendix)



move the tall handout rack (formerly the home of the Quick Bibs, and currently empty) from
next to the closed reserve book return to the concrete pillar near this wall and keep it
stocked with the most useful handouts, including library maps and floor plans.
note: if this rack is moved, something else might need to be employed to block public
access to the closed reserve book return



Other action items:










A standing sign near the security desk (on the library side) stating policies: cell phone, no
food or drink, protect your belongings
Move the garbage/recycling bins near Copy Services so they are less visible
Add a sign for Copy Services that would be perpendicular to the wall and therefore would
be visible from the computer area, elevator area, etc.
Add a large, very visible sign (eg letters that are 5” high or larger) for the book return near
the Circulation desk, positioned on the concrete wall. All current signage taped to that wall
should be removed.
Print station: need a sign facing the entrance of the library
Add a large, very visible sign (eg letters that are 5” high or larger) for “Room 350C” on top
of the file cabinets behind the reference desk
Sign on 350C door should be replaced with one that says only “Room 350C” in very large
letters so it is visible from a distance
Sign near the emergency exit nearest 350C with an arrow pointing to “Room 350C”
Reference collection: add permanent range finders (current signs are taped-on)
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Remove all taped-on signs re food/drink, cell phones, theft, etc. in various locations

Reserves area





Add “Course Reserves” to the signage over the Circulation desk, until the Reserves side of the
desk re-opens.
Cover up the “Closed Reserves Desk” sign until that side of the Circulation desk re-opens.
Remove the computers and chairs on the Closed Reserve side of the desk until that desk reopens. The presence of the computers, chairs and temporary signage is confusing to users
and draws their attention to a part of the desk that is not currently open.
Remove outdated information from underneath the glass under the computers on the Closed
Reserve side of the circulation desk.

Entrance to Main Stacks/Moffitt stairs





LC classification poster should be moved to where the bulletin board for student messages is
currently located. The bulletin board should be removed - it is not used in its current location.
Instead of the LC classification poster, floor plans for floors 1, 2, 4 and 5 should be posted so
they are visible to users heading to the Moffitt stairs.
Sign currently between entrance to the Main Stacks and the Moffitt stairs: add call number
ranges for each floor
Door to 302 in hallway leading to Main Stacks: add a sign “302 Moffitt”

Elevators and Elevator area




Inside the elevators: replace the floor plans with a directory. Users are not in elevators long
enough to study floor plans; they need to figure out which floor to go to quickly.
The lights indicating what floors the elevators are at do not work. Although this is not
technically a signage concern, it is both an problem relating to information needs of users and
a safety issue.
Floor plan near elevator: should be replaced with a larger, more visible version.

Security Kiosk


We recommend providing the Moffitt security staff with floor plans (including one indicating the
outer locations such as 340D, “the Cave”, the classroom side). We do not recommend posting
them near the Security kiosk; the natural impulse of most users is to ask a human being when
one is available and if people do stop in this area to look at signage they would block traffic.

Obsolete Signage to be removed


references to Mainly@Moffitt - in front of the Security desk and on the Classrooms exit door
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Longer-term recommendations


We recommend that a small committee be formed to continue to oversee, update and evaluate
Moffitt signage; all signs would be approved by this group. At the present time there are at
least 5 different library units creating and posting signage in this area without communication
with each other; whereas a committee could look at all signage as a whole and provide
continuity and a uniform look. There should be representation from the various Mofitt
constituencies and a liaison in the Graphics Office.
We recommend that the committee consult with DMAG on larger issues, but we feel that
signage is too detail-oriented and time-sensitive to be dealt with by DMAG on a day to day
basis.
Other tasks for this group:


make recommendations for signage for other Moffitt floors so that signage for the entire
building is consistent



ensure uniformity of the policy-related signage (No Food, etc.) between Doe and Moffitt



explore the possibility of improved signage for photocopying - including the purchasing of
copy cards, the copy card dispenser, self-service copying, prices, the Copy Service, etc.



We could not make a recommendation about signage regarding Lost and Found items
because there is no single Lost and Found for Moffitt. We recommend that DMAG rectify this
situation.



Telephones: the status of the pay and campus phones in the classroom side of the building is
pending. If they are reinstated, they should be added to the directory



Two signs that say “Information Gateway” (large sign over the reference desk, and metal sign
near the dictionary): these signs are not misleading but they are not informative either and the
area is no longer known as “Information Gateway.” Obviously this is a larger issue because of
the donor but we recommend that DMAG discuss whether this signage could be removed or
updated. If the Library decides to continue to use this term, it should be added to the directory.

Submitted October, 2005.
Members of the Task Force:
Lynn Jones (Teaching Library)
Corliss Lee (Teaching Library)
Jim Ronningen (Research, Reference and Collections)
Richard Rosario (Moffitt Circulation)
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Appendix
Proposed Directory for 3rd floor Moffitt
Welcome to the Third Floor of Moffitt Library
Art History displays

1

Assistive Technology Center (aka “The Cave”)

3, Classroom side

Book Return

3

Books (Moffitt collection)
A - PQ
PR - Z

5
4

Café, Free Speech Movement

3

Circulation
check out materials
renewals
holds, recalls, searches
headphones

3

Classrooms
101-106
340D
350C
450C
550C

1, Classroom side
3 outside
3
4
5

Computers
library research
printing (Internet only) - use copy cards

3

see Moffitt Microcomputer Facility for other services
Copiers
Library Copy Center
copying, binding, printing, faxing services
Self-service
Library/Print Card Machine
Course Reserves
Instructors - Reserves processing & Instructor Support
Students - find call numbers first,
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3
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then ask at Reserves/Circulation desk
Informal Reserve Shelf - north side of reference desk
Media Resources Center
videos, DVDs, sound recordings

1

Moffitt Microcomputer Facility
Word processing and other software
Printing
Student Computing Consulting Service

1

Moffitt Reference collection (MREF)

3

MUSILAN (music course reserves)

3 (computers)

Research assistance/reference desk

3

Reserve Processing & Instructor Support

350D

Technical Services Department

2
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